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WHITE NIGHT PUBLIC TRANSPORT
PUBLIC TRANSPORT to White Night Parnell  is available - normal 
fares apply.
The Innerlink (green bus) service runs every 15 minutes (last bus departs 
Britomart 11pm, approximately 45 minutes round-trip).  For stops, times 
and fares, visit www.at.govt.nz/link.

Please note: All information was correct at the time of printing. Parnell Business Association does not take responsibility for cancelled 
or moved art installations, gallery activity or weather affecting the event in any way.

ART INSTALLATIONS
KEY * DENOTES SPECIAL TIME

15

OUTDOOR ART INSTALLATIONS 
CURATED BY SALLY LUSH

1  *CMTS CHILDREN’S CHOIR  
PERFORMANCE TIMES: A. 6.30PM  B. 7.30PM
They sing, they move, they entertain and weave stories with song. 
Be wowed by some of the Hairspray Jnr cast from CMTS as they 
sing about one girl’s dream to dance and change the world. 

2  *THE SOULS CHOIR  
PERFORMANCE TIMES: A. 8.15PM  B. 9PM
Stop and stay a while to enjoy the harmonic sounds of The Souls 
Choir as they take you on an a cappella trip through space and time 
with their Parnell-inspired pop-up performance. 

3  GINA FERGUSSON  
HOMEWARD BOUND 
Wherever you are in the world you always have ties to HOME. A 
welcoming mat cascading down the stairway explores ideas of 
cultural proximity and identity through site and materiality.

4  VIVIENNE THOMSON STAY AND JUST PLAY
Enjoy this unexpected fantasy world when you step into an 
everyday public phone booth to find yourself transported or 
teleported in the tardis-like phone box. Stay and play, forget for a 
brief moment where you are as you become a part of the art itself.

5   *THE WHITE WALL ZEBRA CROSSING 
PERFORMANCES COMMENCING 6PM
Watch out for the Zebra Crossing the road! The White Wall are 
a living, breathing art installation. Catch them improvising with 
the pedestrian crossings on Parnell Road, starting at 287 Parnell 
Road.

6  ARTIS GALLERY
7  JONATHAN GRANT GALLERY
8  GABI LARDIES RISING TO BRING LIGHT

Read the illuminated text wrapped around a tree, recounting the 
Maori myth of how sunlight entered our world. 

9  JULIETTE LIARD TRACKS
Legend has it fairies disappeared as modern technology arrived, 
but evidence of odd night-time activity along Parnell’s footpaths 
is casting doubt on this. Have recent world events aroused them 
from a 100 year sleep? Look closely to see where they’ve been 
and are going.

10  PARNELL GALLERY

11  BLACK DOOR GALLERY

12  PIERRE PEETERS GALLERY
13  MARLYNE JACKSON CHANDELIERS

Immerse yourself in the eerie glow of twinkling chandeliers, gently 
swaying and illuminating the night. Made of recycled glass they 
look delicate yet striking in the evening glow

14  *TWO TUSK GALLERY
15  WHITECLIFFE STUDENT GROUP NATURAL OBSCURITY 

A wire sculpture juxtaposes the concept of depicting organic 
forms from an inorganic source, where its surroundings 
demonstrate a relationship between the two. 

16  MARGARET LEWIS OUR SPACE TO BE
Parnell, the space to be! Join in the fun and help tape the text to 
the fence and add your own post-it note telling everyone where 
your favourite space to be in Parnell is. Commission of Parnell 
Business Association.

17  QUICK DRAW SKETCH GANG IMMORTALISED IN  
A PORTRAIT
Be immortalised on 18th March 2017! Come and have a Quick 
Draw Sketch Gang artist draw your portrait. Live and on the spot 
for free!

18  CLOVIS VISCOE M A K A R A
The age of crystal set radio communications was every boys 
dream to build one, with eager ears tuned to communications 
over the airwaves. Makara was a receiving and sending 
communications base during the war, using crystal technology 
from a source extracted from the region. 

19  BLAIR FRASER WHITE NIGHT PARTY PODS
Due to the destruction of the green spaces by our expanding 
suburbs, birds have moved into our city centres. When humans 
live together in cities night life develops and so too for the birds! 
What tunes are these city feathered tenants strutting to?

20  EMILY EALES BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE
Trees are magnets for dogs, but what can these two see? Do you 
really want to know what the fuss is about? Take a closer look to 
reveal whether these dogs are barking mad or simply barking up 
the wrong tree.

21  SECOND HAND NEWS SECOND HAND NEWS 
LOUNGE
Bring your instrument and join in the fun in a sing-a-long, jam-
session at the pop-up lounge, with live folk music by Second 
Hand News, Auckland’s Folk Zine.

22  CAROLYN WILLIAMS STRANGE JOY
Pause for a moment to hear the sound of Strange Joy as the song 
of the Skylark floats over the illuminated lines of a remembered 
poem. View the lines of a WW1 poem where the text has been 
laser-cut into steel.

23  DIANE ATKINSON LANDSCAPE CONSTRUCTION/
RECONSTRUCTION
Peer into the blackened and burnt structure to reveal a 
forest that grew before the continual construction and re-
construction of the landscape we reside in. This work explores 
issues of change in the New Zealand landscape by both nature 
and culture.  

24  SALLY LUSH GARDEN OF LIGHT
Help grow a garden of light! Join in this collaborative making 
project to create a garden of glowing light from discarded 
plastic bags! 

25  MARGARET JOHNSON THAT ONE SPECIAL DRESS
A white wedding dress floats out over Heard Park. Worn for one 
day, it carries memories that go on forever. Still holding a special 
place in our culture, is the purity and goodness symbolism, and 
Victoria tradition still relevant today?

26  SARAH-JANE BLAKE (DEVIL DEEP BLUE) BIRD BOOTH
Two mutant seabirds from the near future have come from afar 
on a journey of exploration, migration and survival around the 
world. Performed by Phoebe Borwick and Chantelle Brader 
in and around a pop-up puppet booth, it explores people’s 
relationship with the natural environment.

27  MARGARET JOHNSON CUT IT OUT AUCKLAND
Auckland is a sprawling and growing city and we live in the shadow 
of its iconic landmarks, which change and grow along with the city 
itself. The buildings cast shadows across the landscape reflecting 
our identity.

28  FILANI MACASSEY PACIFIC TAPA PAINTING  
GET TOGETHER
Get involved and learn about Masi – Fijian tapa cloth painting. 
Add your touch to this traditional communal art work in a 
modern context, meet new people and make new friends.  
Filani Macassey, a Fijian multimedia artist, works primarily with 
Pacific Tapa.

29  KATHERINE BATCHELOR THE LAST SUPPER
Everything is not as it seems at The Last Supper. Interactions 
and decisions we all make impact upon the environment 
around us. Join the artist in the dinner table conversation.
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